
PRODUCT OPTIONS 

Wine Tote
The wine tote is made of

neoprene and has a black inside
and back. It holds most standard

wine bottles and traditionally
shaped champagne bottles.

Irregularly shaped bottles will
not fit in the wine tote. 

Golf Towel
This 11"x18" golf towel features
a 100% microfiber poly-fleece
printable top that reverses to
absorbent 100%  cotton terry

loop backing for drying off
and staying clean. This towel

can be machine-washed
cool/warm, and tumble dry

low.

Neoprene Pouches
This 10"x6" neoprene pouch is

constructed of all black
neoprene with a printable

white face. This convenient
pouch is easily secured with a
black zipper. It has the perfect

amount of room to hold
cosmetics, pencils, markers

and much more. It is very
durable and machine-

washable. 
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Custom hand-drawn artwork & high quality products
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PRODUCT OPTIONS 

Beach Towel
The beach towel features super-
soft microfiber 100% poly fleece

top that reverses to a plush 100%
cotton terry loop backing.  beach

towel measures approximately 30"
x 60" and is printable on single

side. Can be machine-washed cool
/ warm, and tumble dry low

Tote Bag
This 14"x16" tote bag is made

with a durable canvas
material. The bag is

decorated on both sides with
black handles to make the

custom design pop. 

Pillow Case
This standard 20.5" x 30"

pillow case is available in a
minky fabric or poplin

fabric..

Clipboard
This 9" x 15.5" photo clipboard

is able to be customized on
both sides, dry erasable, offers

a sleek flat clip and the best
part is it is being 100%

customized by YOU! 

This 12" x 15 3/4" drawstring
tote bag has a black back with

black drawstring. It is
lightweight and very durable. It
is perfect for the gym, travel or

holding all your needs for a day
at the beach.

Drawstring Bag

Minky Blanket
This 50"x60" minky blanket
is super plush and great to
snuggle up with. Anti-pill

fibers make maintenance a
breeze on this elegant throw

blanket. It is machine
washable. 
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PRODUCT OPTIONS 

Frame
Constructed of 1/2" thick hardboard
composite and features a stylish flat

black edge. Offers a recessed area sized
for 4" x 6" photo and easel so it's ready

to display right out of the box!  
Full offset frame size is approximately

8" x 10"

Custom Hooded Blanket Throw
An incredibly soft and cozy sherpa

hooded blanket with this supersized
50" x 60" hooded sherpa

throw! Velvety soft 100% polyester
micromink top is printable edge-to-
edge and reverses to tan curled faux

sheepskin sherpa.

 Hand sewn in the USA and created from
our 100% polyester minky blankets, the

small slumber bag measures
approximately 38" x 60" and is sewn to

create a super soft blanket pouch -
perfect for sleepovers and naps-on-the-go

for your kids!

Large Minky Slumber Bag

It is time to redefine art in the business world

. 

This all-over print medium size backpack has plenty
of room with a big inner pocket, a separate section

for a 15'' laptop, a front pocket, and a hidden pocket
at the back. The bag is made of a water-resistant

material, which is all-over printed with your designs.
The soft, padded mesh material on the back and the
black handles make it perfect for daily use or sports

activities

Backpack


